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From the Commander’s Helm Station:

The Spring or

Vernal Equinox, a

day when the sun

rises due east and sets due

west, will soon be upon us.

An equinox occurs when the

sun crosses the celestial

equator. No matter where

you are on earth, the

celestial equator intersects your horizon at due east

and due west (source earthsky.org). This means the

boats will be coming out of storage in the ensuing

weeks and work will begin in earnest in preparing for

the upcoming season.

We once again had a booth at the Ottawa Boat Show

and we had plenty of interest in our online course

offerings. For a report on the show please read the

report submitted to the newsletter by our Public

Relations Officer, Bruce S. D. Harris.

I will be attending the National Education meeting

March 21st to 24th wearing two hats, one as the DEO

for the Rideau District and two as the Course Chair of

the Weather course. I look forward to an informative

weekend and learning the progress the department is

making on all course initiatives. Several courses are

being updated and the online course initiative is a

continual work in progress of improvement and

tweaking based on the feedback they get from their

students.

The Squadron AGM is approaching and will be held

in April. The date and venue have been determined

and a notice of meeting is in the newsletter. The AGM

will end my two-year term as Commander but the

nominating committee has been working hard to find

replacements for the next Executive Committee.

The health of the squadron is in reasonably decent

shape. The squadron has 463 members as of February

this year which is healthy, but we still need to recruit

new and younger members, especially ones who are

willing to volunteer and take on leadership roles.

Some sources for achieving this are our courses,

RVCC checks, and getting boaters out to our social

events. As a membership we can do our bit by word of

mouth, by talking with your boating neighbours and

encouraging, those who are not members to join and

enjoy the benefits of being a member.

As the sun climbs higher in the sky, the days get

longer and warmer and the anticipation of a new

boating season ever increases. In another month,

hopefully, the temperature will be warm enough to

start preparing your boats for the upcoming season.

Court Harkness

Commander

Ottawa Squadron

earthsky.org
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The 2018 – 2019
Executive Committee

Squadron Commander  Court Harkness, JN
Immediate Past Commander  Robin Craig, CN
Executive Officer  Tom Beaver, S
Financial Officer  William Moyle, JN
Educational Officer  Axel Obenauf, JN
Membership Officer  Terry Hamilton, JN
A/Membership                              Joan Feltham, AP
Secretary  Robert Dandurand, P
Communications Officer              Vacant
Public Relations / Marketing         Bruce SD Harris, JN
A/ Public Relations / Marketing   Donald Partridge,AP
Regalia/Mailing Officer   Marjorie Ladouceur
Rideau Ripples Editor  William M. Hall, P
RVCC / Safety Officer                 Bruce SD Harris, JN
Social Affairs (Chair)               Guy A. Ladouceur
A/ Social Activities                       Venetia Moorhouse, S
A/ Social Activities                       Chantal Ladouceur
Webmaster   Robin Craig, CN

Squadron Financial Review  Michael Crawford

Squadron Mailing Address

Ottawa Power and Sail Squadron
P.O. Box 8481, Terminal ‘T’
Ottawa, ON K1G 3H9

Cdr Court Harkness
(613) 825-2150

Please check the website for updates and
latest information:

cps-ottawa.com/events.html

Guy A. Ladouceur (613) 824-9490
Social Activities (Committee Chair)

You have any ideas or a topic for an Information Night,
please drop me an e-mail social@cps-ottawa.com and
we can work together to make it happen!

Squadron Events
Calendar

• March 07, 2019 - Executive Committee
Meeting - Perkins Restaurant and Bakery,
1130 St-Laurent Blvd. - Informal dinner at
1730 hrs, meeting starts at 1900 hrs. All are
welcomed to attend.

• March 30, 2019 - Squadron Annual
Dinner - Algonquin College - For
information Click Here -  Reserve your
ticket(s) by contacting Guy Ladouceur -
gladoun648@rogers.com - (613) 824-9490.
No tickets will be sold at the door unless
prior arrangements have been made with
Guy. Pay by cash; cheque payable to OPSS;
or E-transfer to gladoun648@rogers.com .

• April 04, 2019 - SQUADRON
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – Ben
Franklin Place, 4-101 Centrepointe Dr,
Ottawa Room 1 A,  1800-2100 hrs. Meeting
will begin promptly at 1900 hrs. All are
welcomed to attend.

• April 27, 2019 – RIDEAU DISTRICT
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING –
Aquatarium at Tall Ship Landing at 6 Broad
Street, Brockville ON at 0930 hrs in the
Boardroom. Please refer to the Notice of
Meeting and Nominating Committee Report
for more information.

• May 02, 2019 - Executive Committee
Meeting - Location to follow. Informal
dinner at 1800 hrs, meeting starts at 1900
hrs. All are welcomed to attend.

• June 06, 2019 - Executive Committee
Meeting - Location to follow. Informal
dinner at 1800 hrs, meeting starts at 1900
hrs. All are welcomed to attend.

• June 17, 2019 - SQUADRON ANNUAL
PICNIC - RCMP campgrounds - free to all
members – please review the flyer in this
Newsletter and more information will
become available as we get closer.

http://cps-ottawa.com/events.html
mailto:social@cps-ottawa.com
mailto:gladoun648@rogers.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
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Scuttlebutt
By Robert Dandurand, P

Summer is coming, folks, and the
short article below is the most
valuable thing ever put together.

Drowning Doesn’t
Look Like Drowning
Drowning is not the violent,
splashing call for help that most
people expect. […] If you spend
time on or near the water (hint:
that’s all of us), then you should
make sure that you and your crew
know what to look for when people
enter the water. […] Drowning is
almost always a deceptively quiet
event. The waving, splashing and
yelling that dramatic conditioning
(television) prepares us to look for
is rarely seen in real life. […]

The Instinctive Drowning
Response, so named by Francesco
A. Pia, Ph.D., is what people do to
avoid actual or perceived
suffocation in the water. And it
does not look like most people
expect it to. When someone is
drowning there is very little
splashing, and no waving or
yelling or calling for help of any
kind. To get an idea of just how
quiet and undramatic drowning can
be, consider this: It is the number
two cause of accidental death in
children age 15 and under (just
behind vehicle accidents). Of the
approximately 750 children who
will drown next year (U.S.
numbers), about 375 of them will
do so within 25 yards of a parent or
other adult. In 10 percent of those
drownings, the adult will actually
watch them do it, having no idea it
is happening.

Except in rare circumstances,
drowning people are

physiologically unable to call out
for help. The respiratory system
was designed for breathing. Speech
is a secondary or overlaid function.
Breathing must be fulfilled before
speech occurs.

Drowning people’s mouths
alternately sink below and reappear
above the surface of the water. The
mouths of drowning people are not
above the surface of the water long
enough for them to exhale, inhale
and call out for help. When the
drowning people’s mouths are
above the surface, they exhale and
inhale quickly as their mouths start
to sink below the surface of the
water.

Drowning people cannot wave for
help. Nature instinctively forces
them to extend their arms laterally
and press down on the water’s
surface. Pressing down on the
surface of the water permits
drowning people to leverage their
bodies so they can lift their mouths
out of the water to breathe.

Throughout the Instinctive
Drowning Response, drowning
people cannot voluntarily control
their arm movements. Physiolo-
gically, drowning people who are
struggling on the surface of the
water cannot stop drowning and
perform voluntary movements
such as waving for help, moving
toward a rescuer or reaching out
for a piece of rescue equipment.

From beginning to end of the
Instinctive Drowning Response,
people’s bodies remain upright in
the water, with no evidence of a
supporting kick. Unless rescued by
a trained lifeguard, these drowning
people can only struggle on the
surface of the water from 20 to 60
seconds before submersion occurs.

(Source: U.S. Coast Guard’s On
Scene magazine: Fall 2006 page
14)

This doesn’t mean that a person
who is yelling for help and
thrashing isn’t in real trouble —
they are experiencing aquatic
distress. Not always present before
the instinctive drowning response,
aquatic distress doesn’t last long,
but unlike true drowning, these
victims can still assist in their own
rescue. They can grab lifelines,
reach for throw rings, etc.

Look for these other signs of
drowning when persons are in the
water:

• Head low in the water, mouth
at water level
• Head tilted back with mouth
open
• Eyes glassy and empty, unable
to focus
• Eyes closed
• Hair over forehead or eyes
• Not using legs
• Hyperventilating or gasping
• Trying to swim in a particular
direction but not making headway
• Trying to roll over onto the
back
• Appears to be climbing an
invisible ladder

So, if a crewmember falls
overboard and everything looks
okay, don’t be too sure. Sometimes
the most common indication that
someone is drowning is that they
don’t look as if they’re drowning.
They may just look as if they are
treading water and looking up at
the deck. One way to be sure? Ask
them, “Are you alright?” If they
can answer at all, they probably

http://cps-ottawa.com/events.html
mailto:social@cps-ottawa.com
mailto:gladoun648@rogers.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
www.cps-ottawa.com
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are. If they return a blank stare,
you may have less than 30 seconds
to get to them. And parents —
children playing in the water make
noise. When they get quiet, you
need to get to them [ in a hurry]
and find out why.

Source:
https://www.soundingsonline.com/
voices/drowning-doesnt-look-like-
drowning?utm_source=anglers-
enewsletter&utm_medium=email
&utm_content=buttonlink&utm_ca
mpaign=1806-best-of-AIM-
newsletter

◊◊◊

Back when masts and mast steps
were made of wood (the good old
days), the mast and step were
generally damp, at least most of
the time. The end grain of the mast
absorbs water and wicks it upward
by capillary action (even if it’s
painted or epoxied, as no coating is
100% waterproof). The damp
wood of mast and step were
subject to becoming a prime
habitat for rot fungi, which would
severely impair the durability and
integrity of the mast.

But by placing a silver or copper
coin under the heel of the mast, it
seems that the water (especially
salt water) would corrode the coin,
producing soluble salts of silver or
copper, both of which are toxic to
fungi. These salts would be drawn
up into the wood, inhibiting the
growth of fungi wherever the wood
is moist. If this theory is true, a
gold coin would not work, because
gold is chemically inactive.

Source: Good Old Boat, The
Dogwatch Mail Buoy – May 2018

◊◊◊

The first Earth Day was April 22,
1970 and is widely credited with
launching the modern environ-
mental movement. More than 1
billion people now participate in
Earth Day activities each year,
making it the largest civic observ-
ance in the world.

The world has not proven capable
of properly managing the current
amount of plastic waste, with the
production of plastic predicted to
increase three times in the next 25
years.

We know that micro-plastics are
polluting our drinking water and
the fish we eat, and also cause
health problems. Littered plastic
not only kills wildlife but affects
the lives of more than 2 billion
people living without waste
collection.

While recycling plastic waste is
important, it is not nearly enough,
as many plastics can’t be
efficiently recycled and will end up
in the landfill or littering the
planet, even in the most remote
places. Also, some localities lack
the most basic infrastructure to
manage waste and to sort and
recycle plastics. In short, it is much
more important to focus on
reducing the level of plastic
consumption.

Here’s our list of five easy ways to
celebrate Earth Day 2019:

• Say no to plastic straws.
• If you must use a plastic cup,
reuse it.
• Avoid takeout food in
polystyrene foam containers.
• No single use drinking bottles.
• Don’t accept plastic bags when
shopping.

Source:
http://www.sailingscuttlebutt.com/
2018/04/19/five-ways-celebrate-
earth-day-2018/

◊◊◊

Tonight, use the Big Dipper in the
constellation Ursa Major the Great
Bear to find the sky’s northern
pole star, Polaris. This is the star
around which the whole northern
celestial sphere appears to turn
throughout the night. That’s
because this star is located nearly
above Earth’s northern axis. In
times past, wanderers on the
northern face of Earth used Polaris
to stay on course.

So how can you find Polaris?
You’ll simply draw a line through
the Big Dipper’s pointer stars –
Dubhe and Merak. That line will
point to Polaris, the North Star.
You can use this trick to find
Polaris any evening – no matter
how the Dipper is oriented with
respect to your northern horizon.

Source:
http://earthsky.org/tonight/big-
dipper-points-to-polaris-aids-in-
finding-thuban-
2?utm_source=EarthSky+News&u
tm_campaign=b8dbe2d92d-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_0
2_COPY_01&utm_medium=email
&utm_term=0_c643945d79-
b8dbe2d92d-395197485
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Video of interest: do you drive
your boat like these Chesapeake
Cowboys?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=G5o_xmuwupA

◊◊◊

When you see a flash of lightning,
do you count seconds until it
thunders?

You probably do it. It might be
ingrained from when you were a
kid, and now it’s almost automatic.
You see the flash of lightning –
and you immediately start counting
the seconds till it thunders.

But does counting really get you a
good estimate for how far away the
lightning is? Is this one of those
old wives’ tales, or is it actually
based on science? In this case, we
have physics to thank for this
quick and easy – and pretty
accurate – calculation. So what
happens when a big storm rolls in?

The lightning you see is the
discharge of electricity that travels
between clouds or to the ground.
The thunder you hear is the rapid
expansion of the air in response to
the lightning’s intense heat.

Sound travels a little over 700
miles per hour, or 700 miles in
3,600 seconds. That means 7 miles
traveled every 36 seconds. Make
this even easier and round down to
7 miles every 35 seconds … or 1
mile every 5 seconds! Count to 5:
If you hear thunder, the lightning
occurred within 1 mile.

Now that you know how far away
that lightning strike was, is it far
enough to be a safe distance from
the storm? That’s actually a trick
question. Thunder can be heard up

to 25 miles away, and lightning
strikes have been documented to
occur as far as 25 miles from
thunderstorms – known as a “bolt
from the blue.” So if you can hear
thunder, you’re close enough to be
hit by lightning. Seek cover!

Source:
http://earthsky.org/earth/how-far-
away-lightning-
thunder?utm_source=EarthSky+Ne
ws&utm_campaign=f7e247c6fb-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_0
2_COPY_01&utm_medium=email
&utm_term=0_c643945d79-
f7e247c6fb-395197485

◊◊◊

Do you know if your steering
compass pivot and jewel assembly
has worn down? This could make
your compass inaccurate and
unreliable. Make this simple test in
less than 30 seconds.

1. Check the steering compass
while docked or anchored in calm
weather. Allow the compass card
to become level and still.

2. Use a small magnet or
magnetized object to deflect the
card in one direction by three to
five degrees.

3. Pull the magnet away (at least
36 inches or about one meter).
Watch the card. Does it return to
the same heading? Repeat this one
more time. Write down the result.

4. Place the magnet on the opposite
side of the lubber line and repeat
the test as described above. Write
down the result.

5. Add both results together. Find
the average. Example: if the first
test shows the card settled within 2
degrees and on the second test, it

settled within 1 degree, average
error = 1.5 degrees.

If more than two degrees, this may
point to a sticky, worn pivot and
jewel assembly. Have your
steering compass checked by a pro.
It may need an overhaul.

Source: Captain John’s
https://www.skippertips.com/

◊◊◊

Source:
https://www.cruisingoutpost.com/2
018/08/great-pics-for-your-sailing-
fix-25-pictures/

◊◊◊
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CPS-ECP Presence – 2019 Ottawa Boat Show
Once again, the Squadron participated at the 44th annual boat show held
February 21-24 at the E.Y. Centre.  Twenty volunteers on a rotational
basis manned our booth over the period of the show, actively greeting
visitors who stopped by to enquire about our mandate, courses,
membership.  Needless to say the virtual boating simulator was a big hit
with all ages.

Reportedly over 9,000 visitors attended the show over the four-day period
and it became evident from enquires made at our booth that CPS-ECP
on-line courses were of great interest to them.  We also noted a marked
interest stemming from a younger generation, possibly a new target group
to focus our attention on at future shows should we participate.

Although all the planning and effort was put forth by volunteers, we must
remain mindful that our presence incurs costs all the while we are striving
in the end to generate revenue for the squadrons, either through
membership and/or courses.  We do not yet know if our efforts this year
will yield positive findings, however, every member reading this article is
encouraged to solicit boating friends to become members of CPS-ECP, to
take our courses while benefiting  from the experience.

Bruce S. D. Harris (JN)
Public Relations Officer
Ottawa Power and Sail Squadron

From the desk of the
Social Affairs

Well in the last month, I visited the
Montreal Sportsmen’s Show and
worked the Ottawa Boat Show. The
Montreal Show was very well
attended unlike the Ottawa one, but
our local weather may have been
the reason for the low attendance. A
few days ago, I visited she who
takes me to all those pristine bodies
of water in Ontario and she looked
so lonesome wrapped in plastic. I
hope it won’t be too long before we
can start making her beautiful again
and ready for new adventure and
memories!
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Your Squadron needs
a new home!
Where will we be mooring next?

As you have probably guessed by
now, we are a Squadron without a
home! Everything is up in the air!
We are basically homeless right
now!

For many years we called home
Louis Steakhouse / Verona Steak
& Pizza. Before that we held our
meetings and functions at Robbie’s
Italian Restaurant and when I first
join the Squadron we met at the
Ottawa-Hull Naval Association
Mess, Middle St., Victoria Island.
We have great memories
everywhere we met but it is now
time to find a new home, again!

When we realized that Verona
Steak & Pizza was being possibly
turned into a church, the Excom

went into panic mode and we were
all searching for a possible location
to hold at least our monthly
meeting. January is not the time to
start looking for a location that
would marry our needs with those
of the boating community
(Marinas are all closed and when
the ice goes, they are too busy with
their own members who want to
get the vessels in the water, etc.).

We have searched East – West –
North and South but have yet to
find a suitable permanent location.

We ask for your assistance? We
are looking for a location that:

  preferably is not a restaurant.

  can hold 15 and up to 40
people.

  accessible first Thursday of the
month except for July, August,
December and January. We can
change our meeting to find a new
suitable location.

  Parking lot access (Free
Parking).

  Location: Preferably not in the
Centre of the City and the West

would be preferred but no further
than Bells Corners. We will
consider any suitable locations

  Ability to bring in coffee and
light snacks.

  WI-FI would be a bonus but
not required.

  Audio Visual Equipment
would be a bonus but not required.

Our list seems challenging, but we
are prepared to pay something for
that, but you must remember that
we are a “Not for Profit”
organization. We are looking to
hold at the most 10 meetings a
year. We will leave the room the
way we found it or better.

If you are someone who manages
properties, knows of someone who
may be able to help, have
knowledge where we could hold
our meetings, please contact me as
soon as possible. Right now we are
okay till our May 02, 2019
meeting.

Throw us a life line, please!

Guy A. Ladouceur, P/D/C
Social Activities Chair

“Quote…Unquote”

“Day job: therapy for people suffering boat deprivation.”
― Matthew Goldman,

The Journals of Constant Waterman: Paddling, Poling, and Sailing for the Love of I t
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Encapsulated Keel
Repair
By Christine Ouellet
Cornwall PSS Member,
Media Coordinator,
Stormont Yacht Club

It was a cold and sunny December
day. The Ala Moana was resting its
27 majestic feet peacefully on its
cradle, waiting for spring. I was
doing a routine check of my Perry
Ellis-designed Aloha when I first
came upon a crack in the
encapsulated keel. On the bottom,
along the leading edge of the keel,
was a loose piece of fibreglass, the
size of a large hand. One deftly
inserted screwdriver was all that
was needed for that piece to come
off. My eyes drifted up and I
noticed a two feet stretch of spider
cracks along the edge. My
inspection took me to the rear of
the boat where I saw a white
substance oozing from a tiny Y
shape crack on the starboard side
of the keel, about one foot from the
bottom.

My initial reaction was denial, but
it lasted only a week. Then I had to
come to grips with the fact that my
Baby was terribly sick and the
expertise of a surgeon was needed.
I turned to my best friends from
the Stormont Yacht Club for
advice and I reviewed articles on
the Internet and watched You Tube
videos to try to understand the
problem, but I could not find
exactly anything resembling my
situation.

I took pictures of the keel and
drove to the Boat House in Dorval
and showed them to the owner.
After looking at the pictures for a
few moments his first words were

one of compassion. He then came
to the conclusion that the water
had infiltrated the fibreglass of my
encapsulated keel trough a small
hole in the bilge and since it had
nowhere to go, it had remained
trapped inside. With the cold
weather and sub- zero temperature
returning, the infiltrated water had
turned into ice and froze. As it
froze, the water expanded, creating
pressure which cracked the
fibreglass shell that had become
fragile.  Year after year, more
water kept seeping in through the
cracks when the boat was put back
in the water in the spring. Mold
started to develop.  It was a
situation that took a few years to
develop and it had now reached the
point of no return. Closing my
eyes, trying to ignore the problem
or patching the hole was not an
option.

As soon as the weather started to
warm up, I stiffened my upper lip
and opened up the cavity to assess
the damage. Using the good old
“sound” method of tapping on the
surface with a hammer, I was able
to determine the extent of the
water infiltration in the
encapsulated keel and the area was
marked, indicating the amount of
excavation needed to remove the
rotten material. It was
approximately three feet high by
two feet wide in the front, on both
sides of the keel and in the rear; it
was an area covering a one by one
foot on the starboard side. (Photo
1)

Preparation of the keel:
removal of the old
material
I decided to attempt the repair
myself. The first things to buy on
my shopping list were a protective

suit, gloves, a good dust mask and
eye protection glasses. Then armed
with an oscillator, some chisels, a
grinder and a lot of sanding
material, I began to sculpt away
the rot on the starboard side.  I
found the oscillator to be the best
tool for the job. I drew little
squares and I pierced the fibreglass
with the half-moon blade
attachment and with the oscillating
spatula, I could go underneath and
remove the material, inch by inch.
As I was progressing, different
layers started to appear in different
colours in different areas. I found
old resin, some green mold,
fibreglass and nice dark purple
moist filler.

Then I moved on the port side,
which took me longer because the
filler was almost an inch thick. It
was much more difficult to
remove. I thought that I might have
to go all the way down to the lead.
Then I began grinding and sanding
with 40 grit paper reducing to 80
grit for the final job.

I then attacked the Y shaped crack
on the starboard side. To my
surprise, as I was grinding and
sanding the area, a nice, neat,
perfectly shaped half inch hole
appeared. It had been drilled
trough the fibreglass and filled up
afterwards. I don't know why
previous owners drilled a hole
there and I figured that this had

Photo 1.
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probably become a weak spot
which, in the end, gave in under
the ice pressure.

It was a dirty job that took me a
few weeks as the weather was not
cooperating and I was slowly
moving on the path of discovery.

Once all the rotten material was
removed, the keel had to be
reconstructed and reshaped. As the
lead that had been poured in the
fibreglass envelope was not
exactly in line with the centre of
the boat, the filler was thicker on
the port side and I had removed
one inch thick of material. But
there was nothing I could do about
that, I had to rebuild the keel and
bring it back to its initial shape.
This was another challenge for me,
I had done a bit of fibreglass
patching in the past, but never to
the extent of fairing a keel.

The time went by. As I was busy
removing material, grinding and
sanding, I had missed the May 4th

crane-in date. The temperature was
too cold to rebuild the keel so the
boat would remain in its cradle for
the summer. I was disappointed at
the thought of missing the sailing
season on my boat, but then I was
going to spend the summer
learning and doing a good job with
fibreglass and enjoying a new
experience. My friends generously
offered to take me sailing on their
boats when I needed a break which
was very much appreciated.

Reconstruction of the
keel
Cory was highly recommended to
me, for this job. Although he
specializes in marine diesel and
gas engines he also has extensive
experience in working with
fibreglass. Cory has an especially

sharp eye, a sort of sixth sense if
you will, that enables him to detect
imperfections and anomalies
before anybody else can spot them.
Adding to these skills, he also has
a passion for a job well done. This
was all what I needed. I asked him
if he would help me with the
reconstruction and he accepted.

We agreed to use only top quality,
marine grade material products for
the reconstruction of the keel.  The
next stage of the project would
require a substantial amount of
fairing after the extensive sanding
and grinding I had done. The first
task began with a thorough
cleaning of the surface with
acetone, which was to be repeated
between each coating applications.

Fairing
To reshape the keel and bring it
back to its original shape, Cory
applied a thin coat of West System
Epoxy Resin 105 and Hardener
205 mixed together. (Photo 2)

He then applied Interlux Watertite
Epoxy Filler, a product that comes
with two ingredients to mix
together. This product was easy to
mix and to apply; it had the
consistency of “beautiful turquoise
peanut butter”. It didn’t dry too
fast, allowing him to do a good job
without being rushed. The small
yellow plastic spatula that came
with the kit was used to apply the
coat and it worked well.

He had to recreate the exact line,
angle, slope and curve of the keel
using a hand-made gauge. For each
coating, he meticulously applied
only the necessary amount of putty
to keep the keel's level fair and the
surface smooth, free of hollows
and bulges throughout the
reconstruction which made the
sanding easy the following
morning. The whole port side was
low compared to the starboard side
in relation to the position of the
lead in the encapsulated keel,
about one inch off the centre of the
boat, but in spite of this, with his
sharp eye and feel for finding the
highs and lows on a surface, he
was able to bring the port side
level.

Fibreglass Cloth
To strengthen the fairing, the next
step was to cover it with a
fibreglass cloth. The fibreglass
cloth was cut and shaped to cover
the entire surface with one piece. A
thin coat of epoxy was applied
underneath the cloth which was
pressed against the surface. With
an epoxy roller, he removed all air
bubble and ensured a perfect
adhesion of the cloth to the keel.
We covered the cloth with wax
paper and taped it in place to
ensure it would stick to the keel.
(Photo 3) This was to reduce

sagging as much as possible and
keep a smooth surface. There is a

Photo 2.

Photo 3.
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commercial film named “Peel Ply”
on the market that probably works
better, but it was not available in
our local store. So we improvised
with wax paper. There was still
some sagging but not much.

Protecting the epoxy
Then we applied several coats of
Interlux Interprotect 2000E as the
manufacturer recommends one to
five coats. This product is designed
to be used below the waterline as it
protects the epoxy from water
absorption. The product is easy to
mix and to apply. It adheres well to
a clean surface and it is compatible
with the next product I would use
as anti-fouling: Interlux CSC
Micron.

Gard-board plug
We decided to install a Gard-board
plug (Photo 4) where the small

hole had been drilled at the rear of
the keel. The other option was to
fill the hole. The Guard-board plug
option would allow me to open up
the screw, when the boat would be
stored out of the water for the
winter, to allow the keel to dry “in
case” any pernicious water leak
would have found its way inside
the keel.

Anti-fouling
The last stage to the project
consisted in applying Interlux CSC
Micron anti-foul coating, a product
I have been using for years. I
sanded the whole keel thoroughly
and applied two coats with a roller
brush. I was amazed to see the keel
rebuilt, perfectly faired, completely
sealed; it was truly beautiful.

I was very grateful towards Cory
for his help and relieved that we
had been able to complete the
project within a few weeks. The
sad part is that we won't be able to
admire the work below the
waterline next season but I will
certainly enjoy peace of mind,
thanks to Cory's handy work.

Photo 4.

WANTED!
Financial Officer
The Financial Officer (FO) plays a major role in the
Squadron. He/She can expect to receive assistance and
advice from the Commander and XO.

Function: The Financial Officer has the major
responsibility for the financial affairs of the Squadron.
He/She is directly involved in the day-to-day financial
and accounting operations of the Squadron.

The Financial Officer’s duties include:

1) Ensuring that the Squadron has sufficient funds to
support current and future activities

2) Managing financial risk

3) Collecting all monies due and payable to the
Squadron or received for Squadron activities and
maintaining a bank account

4) Paying all bills approved by the Executive
Committee and the Commander; preserving all proper
vouchers for such expenditures

5) Keeping a true record of all monies received, using
the CPS Web-based Administration System (WBAS)
to access and provide financial information to
National Office (training will be provided) and
maintaining a liaison with the financial department at
NO

6) Preparing and submitting a budget of all anticipated
income and expenditures at the first meeting of the
budget year

7) Making a financial report at each Squadron
meeting, at the Squadron AGM and at other times, as
required

8) Preparing and coordinating with the Internal Audit
Review Committee the Squadron’s annual audit in
time for the AGM.

As an elected member of the Executive Committee,
you would also be expected to attend approximately
one evening meeting a month (except July, August,
December and January), which is normally scheduled
on the first Thursday of each month (7:00 p.m. to 9
p.m.). It is estimated that a commitment of
approximately 2-4 hours a week is sufficient to
accomplish the duties described above.
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Local Supporters
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